STEPPING
OUT

it’s great being able to swap the
lead on different dances and thus
present the strongest partnership
you can,” explains Natalie.
“However, some judges do
mark us differently, so if there’s
a girl/girl couple and a mixedsex couple of equal ability on
the ﬂoor, the latter is pretty
much guaranteed to go further.
This month, Marianka Swain delves into
“It would be brilliant to have a
the world of university competitions
separate same-sex category at
university competitions,
hile sameas it would encourage
sex dancing
more same-sex couples
isn’t catered
to compete and result in
for speciﬁcally, girl/girl
absolutely fair judging.”
couples are a common
Gary agrees a separate
staple of university
category would be a
ballroom competitions,
great addition, “although
although traditionally due
we’re always so short of
to a lack of male partners
time – it’s a packed day!”
rather than by choice.
As an alternative, Natalie
However, these couples
hopes more girl/girl couples
have often fared extremely
will get to hear about samewell, according to judge Gary
Foster: “Some are far more
sex competitions like the
tidy with their footwork and
Pink Jukebox Trophy, “which
technique than the mixed
welcomes both straight and
gay dancers. It’s great to
couples, so they can score
much higher, particularly in
have another opportunity
the Latin. It’s harder in the
to show what we can do.”
Richard agrees: “I’d love
ballroom, especially at the
to see more integration
higher levels, as female
Katie Lord and
leaders in heels have
between university and open
Natalie Crowe
a bit of a disadvantage
competitions, mainstream
compared with the boys
and same-sex, London
male/male couples, as that’s more and the regions. The more
when it comes to generating
people who are doing ballroom
power, but they’re getting stronger of a statement. But the student
and sharing different styles
circuit has a brilliant atmosphere
all the time. For me, it’s a dancing
with one another, the better
– spectators yelling themselves
competition, so I just judge
the art form becomes.” ●
hoarse in support of their
whoever comes on the ﬂoor.”
Richard Miller, who coaches the university’s dancers – so it doesn’t
matter who’s on the ﬂoor as long
University of East Anglia (UEA)
If you’re a university dancer
as they’re doing their best.”
team and also teaches a sameor coach and you want to
UEA competitors Katie Lord
sex class at Miller Dance Centre,
ﬁnd out more about sameand Natalie Crowe have had a
agrees: “I realise some judges
sex competitions, visit www.
mixed experience as a girl/girl
are accustomed to the traditional
ukssdc.co.uk and become
couple. “Our team members have
pairing and ﬁnd it hard to look
a UKSSDC member.
always been very accepting, and
beyond that – especially with
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